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Summary. 
This thesis examines several uarelated aspects of 
primitive irreducible linear groups. The initial section 
is introductory. In chapter 1, it is shown that the 
Pitting subgroup of a certain subgroup of finite index 
in a primitive irreducible linear group is always nilpotent 
of class at most two. In the next chapter, results of 
D.A. Suprimenko on the structiire of maximal soluble 
irreducible and maximal soluble primitive irreducible 
linear groups are extended, as much as possible, to the 
nonmaxiraal, nonsoluble case. In chapter 3» it is shown 
that under certain conditions on the field, maximal 
soluble primitive irreducible linear groups of degree 2 
are split extensions of their Pitting subgroup by the 
symmetric group of degree 3, In the final section, a 
result of Suprunenko on tensor product decompositions of 
maximal soluble primitive irreducible linear groups is 
examined from another angle, again without asBuuning that 
the group is maximal soluble. 
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O-HaOdi^ 
The statement below is inserted to explain 
an unproven assertion in chapter 3. The 
fact that it was unproven was pointed out 
to me by the examiners. 
The conclusion (at the bottom of page 
34) that G/A = S^ ^ Sp(2,2) is unwarranted 
However, we can show that 
in Sp(2,2) 
at that stase. 
the matrices "o 1 and "o l' 
1 0 1 1 
are induced by matrices g and h in GL(2,P) 
acting on A/P via 
aP [a, g], F and aP v—> [a, h] P ; 
the equation-solving on page 39 explicitly 
produces such matrices g and h. Hence 
^GL(2 elements of order 2 and 3 
so has order at least 6, but is embedded in 
Sp(2,2) so has order exactly 6. It follows 
that soluble, so by the 
maximality of G, = ^^ 
G/A ^ 3^-
0. Introductlont Definitions. Notation. Basic Results. 
The following is a list of non-standard notation 
that wrLll be used, most other notation will agree with 
that used in Huppert, 1967. 
[x] 
^n 
GL(n,P) 
GP(q) 
I 
P 
n 
dinipK 
A Y7. B 
// 
Linear hull of X - see definition 0.2 
full ring of nxn matrices over field P 
group of units of P^ 
Galois field of order q 
nxn identity matrix 
multiplicative group of field P 
dimension or degree of field K over P 
if V is a vector space - {ge G : V v e V , vg = v} 
if 7 is a vector space - |ge G: Vg = Y • 
th 
n term of upper central series of group G 
central product of groups A,B amalgamating 
subgroup Z - see Huppert 196? for a 
rigorous definition (page 49) 
denotes "end of proof" or "proof omitted" 
0.1: We assume that the reader is familiar with the notions 
of linear group, module, submodule, faithful module, 
irreducible module. In this section the notions of 
irreducible linear group and primitive linear group will 
I 
be defined, and the following questions asked and partly-
answered: 
(i) how do subgroups of primitive/irreducible groups behave? 
(ii) how do primitive/irreducible groups react to field extensions? 
(iii) how do tensor products of primitive/irreducible groups behave? 
0.2: Definition. For X^p^, the P-linear hull [x] of X 
is the smallest P-subalgebra of P^ ^ containing X. 
0.3: Definition. Let G ^  GL(n,P) be a linear group. 
We say that G is irreducible, reducible, or completely 
reducible according as the n-dimensional row vector 
space, is irreducible, reducible, or completely reducible 
as G -modxile under the natural action. 
0.4: Definition. Let P^^^ = Q^ ^ ® ... ® Q^ be a vector 
space direct sum decomposition of P^^^ with r 1, sind 
let G < GL(n,P) be a linear group acting on P^^^ in such 
a way that eacfe ge G permutes the subspaces Q^. Then 
{Q^] is called a system of imprimitivity for G, and G 
is said to be an imprimitive subgroup of GL(n,P). If no 
such decomposition exists, G and P^^^ are called a primitive 
group and primitive G-module respectively. If G is 
imprimitive, it is not hard to see that there exists a 
minimal or complete system of imprimitivity, that is, one 
for which r (the number of spaces Q^) is maximal. It 
is also cle^ that an irreducible group permutes any 
system of imprimitivity transitively. • 
The next theorem is the answer to question (i) for 
irreducible and primitive irreducible groups. Since 
it is well-known, we omit the proof (see Huppert 1967, 
p565, for example). Succeeding results are consequences 
of Clifford's theorem which turn out to be useful later on. 
0.^; Clifford's Theorem, Let G be an irreducible 
subgroup of GL(n,P) and H a normal subgroup of G. Then 
P^^^ is completely reducible into [H]-modules of equal 
P-dimension. If W^, ... Are the homogeneous 
components of P^^^ as [H]-module, then {W^, ... t'fi^  IS 
a system of imprimitivity for G. Thus if G is also 
primitive, then P^^^ is completely reducible into 
[H]-isomorphic [HJ -modules. // 
0.6: Corollary} Let G, H be as in Clifford's theorem, 
with G primitive. Then: 
(I) H has a faithful irreducible representation 
over P, of degree dividing n. 
(ii) [HJ is a simple algebra over P, and so is 
isomorphic to a full matrix algebra over a skewfield. 
Consequently, if H is Abelian, I H ] is a field K extending 
P, such that dimpK divides n, and K^^^ = P^^i where 
r = n/dimpK. Further, C(j(H) is embedded in GL(r,K). 
Proof; (i) By <0.5), P^^^ = Q^ ^ © ® where the 
Q^ are isomorphic irreducible [H] -modules of P-dimension 
n/r. We will prove that [H] acts faithfully on Q^. 
Suppose that h E[H] induces the identity transformation 
on Q^. Every qeP^'^^ can be written (uniquely) in the 
form q. = Q.^  + ••• + » with q^e Q^, 
and the primitivity of G guarantees that there exist 
[H]-isomorphisms Qj^—•Q^. So 
q^Q'^h = hut on the other hand 
Tl Taken from various parts of Suprunenko, 1963. 
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q^e^h = q^hO"^ , 
80 q^h = q^ eind thus 
qh o « . = ' ' 
So h induces the identity transformation on all of 
that is, h = I^, 
(ii) By Huppert 1967, page 469, every algebra with 
a faithful irreducible module is simple, and by the well-
known Wedderburn*s theorem (Huppert 1967* page 472), Hj 
is thus isomorphic to a full kxk matrix ring over some 
skewfield. It is not hard to see that if H is Abelian, 
the skew field has to be commutative and k = 1. 
Thus P^^^ = q^K © ... ® q^K for any choice of q^g Q^, 
q^ ^ 0, since all the Q^ ^ are Z-irreducible. That is, 
p(n) ^ g-(r) ^ ^ dimpK = n/r. 
Finally, Cg(H) = C(J([h]), and so each c e Cg(H) is 
a K-linear transformation of // 
0.7: Corollary. (Compare Suprunenko 1963* page 58). 
If G is an irreducible subgroup of GL(n,P) and Z is any 
c e n t m l subgroup of G, then G can be embedded as an 
irreducible subgroup of GL(r,K), where E is an extension 
field of P of degree n/r, and Z < K^.I^.. If G is 
P^^^-primitive then it is K^^^-primitive too. 
Proof: The linear hull of Z is a commutative algebra of 
finite dimension over P. Also [z] c Cp (G), which is 
n 
a skewfield by Schur*s lemma (Huppert 1967, page 471). 
So [ z ] has no zero divisors and thus is semisimple. As a 
commutative semisimple algebra without zero divisors, [z] 
is a field (see Herstein 1968, p54). Call this field K. 
The rest follows from (0.5) and arguments similar to those 
of (0.6). // 
(0.7) and (0.8) shed some light on the question: 
when do linear groups remain irreducible and/or primitive 
after the field has been extended? 
0.8t Proposition. Let G be an irreducible subgroup of 
GL(n,P). Then there exists a finite extension field K 
of P, and a subgroup H of GL(r,K), where r = n/dimpK, 
such that H is isomorphic to G and also absolutely-
irreducible* (Taken from notes on linear groups by 
B.A.P. Wehrfritz.) 
Proof: By Schur's lemma, D = Cp (G) is a division ring. 
n 
By Herstein 1968', pl05, we can choose a maximal subfield 
K of D with the following properties: K contains P^-Ij^J 
K = Cp(K); n = dimpK.m for some integer m. P^^^ is 
naturally a vector space over K , and since K-linear maps 
are a fortiori P-linear, there exists a K-algebra 
isomorphism fii Cp (K) 
n 
Since K Q Cp (G), G C C p (K), so we can set H = Qfi, 
n n 
Now Cp (K) n Cp (G) = Cp (K) O D = = K. That H 
n n n 
is absolutely irreducible now follows from Curtis and Reiner, 
1962, (29.13). // 
Note that if G is primitive, then so is H. 
10 
It is not hard to see that if a tensor product of groups 
is irreducible or primitive, then the factors are,.to6. It 
is well-known that if the factors are absolutely irreducible, 
then the tensor product is, too. With regai'd to field 
extensions, we have 0.7 and 0.8, but note that an arbitrary 
field extension can destroy both primitivity and irreducibility. 
^ 11 
1. Fitting Subgroups of Primitive Irreducible Linear Groups, 
In this chapter, we examine Pitting subgroups in primitive 
irreducible linear groups. In the case of a linear group 
over an algebraically closed field, it is known (see 
Suprunenko 1963, p60) that irreducible nilpotent linear 
groups are never primitive: this fact lends interest to 
the discussion. In fact we shall prove that primitive 
irreducible groups can be nilpotent in the case of certain 
finite fields. The first such example was shown to me by 
M.P, Newman. 
1.1; Definition. The Hirsch-Plotkin radical, f(G), of a 
group-^a, cis'defined to be the subgroup generated by all 
the locally nilpotent normal subgroups of G. The Fitting 
subgroup Fit(G) of G is defined to be the pub^oup of G 
generated by all the nilpotent normal subgroups of G. 
Clearly Fit(G) c J>(G), It is known that the Fitting 
subgroup of a finite group is nilpotent, and that the 
Hirsch-Plotkin radical of any group is the unique maximal 
locally nilpotent normal subgroup of that group. 
1.2; Lemma (P.J. Cossey). Let G be a nilpotent group 
such that Z(Z2(G)) = Z(G). Then G is of class at most 2. 
Proof; Let c be the class of G. By Huppert 1967, III.2.11b, 
K^_^(G/Z) C Z(G/Z) = Zg/Z, where denotes the c-l®"'' 
term of the lower central series. Hence, either c = 2, 
or there exists a commutator [x^, ... G ZgO (g'vz). 
t 
By Huppert 1967, III.2.11c, G commutes with Zg, so 
g' c C g ( % ) . Therefore Zg'^ g' s Z ( % ) = Z, by hypothesis. 
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In particular, [x^, ... ^ Z, contradicting the 
previous statement that [x^, ... € Zg n (G'^^Z). // 
1.3: Theorem. Let G be a primitive irreducible subgroup 
of GL(n,P), P a maximal Abelian normal subgroup of G, and 
set V = Cg(P). Then Pit(V) is nilpotent of class at most 
2. 
Proof: (i) We first establish that G/V is finite, by 
embedding it in the Galois group of a finite field extension. 
I claim that the P-linear hull of P is A^field extending 
P: this is just what 0.6(ii) says. Call the field E. 
Clearly G nonpalises K, so induces automorphisms of K 
fixing P. The kernel of this indicated map from G to 
Gal(K;P) is C(j(P) = V. Hence G/V is finite by Adamson 
1964, theorem 14.2. 
(ii) Next we show that a normal nilpotent subgroup 
N of G, if contained in 7, is of class at most 2. 
Clearly P = Z(V). By 0.6(i), Z ^ W has a faithful 
irreducible representation over P of some degree dividing n. 
It follows from 0.7 that Z(Z2) = Zg K^.I, where K is an 
extension field of P of finite degree, and I is an 
identity matrix of suitable size. By the remark at 
the beginning of this paragraph, we can assume without 
loss of generality that P < N and so P < Z(N). It 
follows that P < Z(Z2(N)), and so, by the maximality of 
P, P = ZCZgCN)). Similarly P = Z(N). Thus, by 1.2, 
N is of class at most 2. 
(iii) Now let M be a normal nilpotent subgroup of 
A 13 
V such that M 2 P. Because 7 is of finite index in G, 
there are only finitely many groups conjugate to M in G r . 
Clearly all of these are normal nilpotent subgroups of 
V, so by Fitting's theorem (Huppert 1967, III.4.1), the 
subgroup N that they generate is again nilpotent. 
Further, N ^ G , N 4 V , so by the part above, N is of class 
at most 2, and hence so is M , 
A standard Zorn's lemma argument using the fact 
that normal nilp0t6nt subgroups of V are of class at most 
2 shows that V has a maximal nilpotent normal subgroup, 
which is, of coiirse, of class at most 2. Fitting's 
theorem guarantees its uniqueness, so this maximal 
nilpotent normal subgroup is the Fitting subgroup of 
V . / / 
A result will be proved in chapter 2 that will show 
that even the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of V is nilpotent 
of class at most 2, (so that in particular, j>(V) = Fit(V)). 
1.4; Corollary. If G is a primitive irreducible 
subgroup of GL(n,P) whose maximal Abelian normal subgroup 
is identical with its centre, then Fit(G) is nilpotent 
of class at most 2. In particular, this happens if 
P is algebraically closed. 
Proof; The first part is obvious. By 0,6(ii), the 
linear hull of F is a field extending P and of finite 
dimension over P . If P is algebraically closed, this 
forces [P] a P , and so F = P^.I^^O G < Z(G). Here F 
i s , of course, the maximal Abelian normal subgroup of G. / / 
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We now proceed to construct counterexamples to the 
conjectiire that Fit ((J) is always of class at most 2. for 
primitive irreducible linear groups G. We do this by 
constructing high class nilpotent linear groups which 
are primitive and irreducible: in such a case, of course, 
Pit(G) = G. 
Numerical lemma. If k > 2 and m ^ 2, 
k^ - 1 > - 1). 
Proof; (a) For k > 3, it is easy to check that 
j^ m-1 ^  ^im ^^^^ ^ ^  2. 
Hence + + ... + k + 1 > for m > 2, 
so that - 1 > 3'^(k - 1). 
(b) For K = 2, we have to prove that 2^-1, 
This is trivial for m = 2. Suppose inductively that 
- 1. 
Then 3(d+l)/3 ^  - 1).3^< 2(2^ - 1) < - 1. 
So by induction, (b) is proved. // 
1.6; Proposition. Let p be a prime number. Then 
every Galois field GP(p^) has a faithfia irreducible 
representation whose representation module is primitive, 
of degree r, over GP(p). 
Proof; 7.4.1 of Huppert 196? guarantees a faithful 
irreducible representation. We examine the proof given 
there to obtain the degree. GF(p^) is a simple 
commutative GP(p)-algebra, so its only proper right 
ideal is (O). Huppert*s proof says that GF(p^)/(0) 
is a faithful irreducible GF(pT')-module. But 
15 
diiD(jp(p)GP(p^)/(0) = r. 
It remains to prove that GF(p^)/(0) is primitive. 
Let P denote the multiplicative group of GP(p^), and 
suppose that »• • •»Qjj-l is a system of imprimitivity 
for P. Set N = Np(Qj^); it is easy to see that 
P/N acts as a permutation group on the Q^. Pick a non-
zero q G Q^: if f 6 Np(Q^) then there are at most 
|Q^\(0)| choices for qf and any choice completely 
determines the corresponding f. Now = V^^^t so 
( N | < |Np(Qj_)| < p'^/^- 1. Now an Abelian permutation 
group of degree k has order at most (Dixon 1967, 
page 418), so our assumption of imprimitivity leads to 
the conclusion that P has order at most . (P^'^^- 1). 
This contradicts the numerical lemma 1.5. // 
By theorem 4.3.1 of Herstein 1968, for every 
g e Gal(GP(p^);GP(p)), there exists a matrix C(g) in 
GL(r,p) such that C(g) induces by conjugation the 
automorphism g on the isomorphic copy of GP(p^) in 
GL(r,p) u (0) described in 1.6. Hence GF(p^)^ split 
extended by the above Galois group is embedded as a 
primitive irreducible subgroup of GL(r,p), because 
the mapping g C(g) is an isomorphism (by Herstein 
1968, lemma 4.4.2).-. 
To achieve the stated aims, it remains to prove 
that this split extension is sometimes nilpotent of 
class higher than 2. Let us denote oizr split extension 
by the symbol G ^ ^ where the subscripts have the obvious 
meaning. 
16 
1,7: Theorem. G^ ^ is nilpotent of class j if p^ - 1 
divides (p - 1)^ but not (p - This is the 
case if r=2 and p is a Mersenne prime, that is, one 
of the form p = - 1. The class of Gg is <1 + 
The largest knovra Mersenne prime is,,I believe. 
Proof; The Galois group of GP(p^) over GP(p) is cyclic 
of order r - Jet us suppose that the copy of the Galois 
group in G^ ^ is generated by a matrix ^, and that the 
copy of GP(p^)^ is generated by a matrix f. Calculating, 
[f,y] = f ^ ^ ; using this fact, it is not hard to check 
that Gr^ p^ is nilpotent of class J, where ;j is as in the . 
statement of the theorem. 
If r=2 and p = 2^ - 1, then we want to show that 
p + 1 divides (p - 1)^ but not (p - - that is, 
that divides (2*^  - 2)^ but not (2^ - But this 
is clear, // 
\ 
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2. The Stmoture of Primitive and Imprimltlve Irreducible 
Linear Groups, 
The results in this section can often be used as tools 
to solve problems about linear groups in general. One 
reduces the given problem to one about irreducible linear 
groups, then to primitive irreducible linear groups. 
The main theorem of this section can then be used, giving 
information about the structure of primitive irreducible 
linear groups. 
Examples of this process are to be found in Dixon 
1967, 1968, 
Most of the results of this section were proved, 
under the additional assumption that the groups;' in 
question are maximal soluble subgroups of GL(n,P), by D,A. 
Suprunenko,land are to be found in his book (SuprunenJco 
1963). 
We begin by stating a well-knovra result (see Curtis 
and Reiner 1962, for example) which oftan enables the 
reduction to the irreducible case, mentioned above, to 
be made: 
2.1; Theorem. If G is a reducible subgroup of GL(n,P), 
then there exists a matrix x e GL(n,P) such that for all 
g € G, g^ S 
where the are irreducible representations of degrees 
and n = + K ® ker(g_*g ® ... © g ) 
18 
is a unitriangularizable group, nilpotent of class at 
most r, // 
The next result is the one that is supposed to enable 
us to reduce from the impriraitive case to the primitive 
case. 
2,2: Theorem, Let G be an impriraitive irreducible 
subgroup of GL(n,P) and let (.Q^ * ••• fQjj;! a 
complete system of impriroitivity for G in Set 
y 
H o QNgCQi), H^ = and n^ = 
Then H G, G/H is isomorphic to a transitive subgroup 
of the symmetric group of decree k, and H is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of (here "X" means 
external direct product). The groups are primitive 
irreducible subgroups of GL(n/k,P). We also have that 
G is embedded in the permutational wreath product of H^ 
by G/H, with G/H here considered as a permutation group 
of degree k. This embedding in turn embeds in GL(n,P). 
The new representation of G on p^^^ thus obtained is that 
induced from H^< G: that is, P^^^ s Q^^ , where the 
lefthand side is considered as a G-module via the new 
representation, and the Q^ in the righthand side is 
considered as H^-module in the natural way. 
Proof: Let g9 be the perrauation of {q^, ,., induced 
hy g e G, then 0 is a homomorphism of 6 onto a subgroup 
of Sj^  whioh is transitive because G is irreducible, and 
clearly the kernel of 0 is H, 
19 
Define a map ^ from H into by, fof g c H , 
For s,h € H , it is not hard to see that (gh) ^  = gL .h 
^i Hi 
so ^ is a homomorphism, and is clearly monic. 
We next show that Hj^  is primitive and irreducible. 
For notational convenience, we only show this for i=l, proper 
Irreducibility: suppose that R^ is a ifion-?trivial H^-
-invariant subspace of Q^^. Let l=g2^, ... , gj^  be a 
full set of coset representatives of H^ ^ in G - it is 
easy to verify that [Gr:H^] = k for all i - and observe 
that since G is irreducible, 
p(^) = QiSi ® ... ® QiSk? 
by renumbering the g^ if necessary, we can assume that 
~ ^i* Consider the subspace R of P^^^ defined 
by R = R^g^ ® ... ® R^gjj. - clearly R is a proper 
non-trivial Gr-invariant subspace of contradicting 
the assumed irreducibility of G. So the subspace R^ 
cannot exist and is irreducible. 
Primitivity: suppose ... is a system of 
imprimitivity for fl^ in Q^. We shall show that 
{Qj^ j- = QijSi* i=l,...,lE; is a system of 
imprimitivity for G, contradicting the' minimality of 
(QjL* . . . fQjc}' •1=' 1, so establishing the 
primitivity of H^. 
For each g £ G, Q^^g = ^ij^i® 
= Qlj^lSio^Csome h^ € H^, ©< c Sj^ .) 
20 
So {Qijl is a system of imprimitivity for G, as claimed. 
Since elements of G permute the cosets of H^, suitably 
ordered, in the same way as they permute the subspaces Q^ ,^ 
G is embedded in the permutational wreath product of H-j_ 
by 00, where 0 is as in the first line of this proof, via 
the Frobenius embedding. Now H^ has a representation on 
p(n/k) (namely h^^ h^ ); it follows that H^ Wr GO has 
a representation on in which each copy of H^ 
acts on a copy of and the gO*s permute the copies 
of in the same way that they permute the copies 
of H^ in the wreath product. According to Kovacs 196?, 
this representation is (isomorphic to) that induced from 
the representation of H^ referred to above. But, 
by Curtis and Reiner 1962, (50.2), the representation 
induced from that of H^ is equivalent to the original 
faithful irreducible imprimitive representation of G on 
That is, P^^^ = Q^^ in the sense of the 
statement of the theorem. // 
•2.3: Corollary. If G is a maximal soluble irreducible 
imprimitive subgroup of GL(n,P), the above result can be 
sharpened by adding: G = H^ Wr GO, and S^ is a maximal 
soluble primitive irreducible subgroup of GL(n/k,P), 
The wreath product above is intended in the obvious 
sense - GO permutes copies of in the same way as it 
permuted copies of H^ in 2.2. 
Proof; H^ Wr GO is embedded in GL(n,P), and contains 
(a conjugate of)-G. Equality follows from maximality. 
21 
The reason for the maximality and solubility of the H^ 
is clear. // 
2,4: lemma. Lett. H ^ L be subgroups of GL(n,P) 
such that [H,L] ^ and put K = Cjj(L). Then 
[H:K] ^  n^, H^ ^ K, and the elements of siny transversal 
.from K to H are linearly independent over P. 
Proof: Let {a^, ... be any finite subset of• a 
transversal from K to H, and suppose that it is 
linearly dependent over P, By renumbering if necessary, 
we can assume tha;t 
+ • • • + V g = 0 
is a nontriTi&l linear relation of minimal length 
s > 2. In partixmlar, for all i, ^^  o. Suppose 
that for each xe L, [a^,'^] = • Then 
,1-1 1, 
so = 1, and € K. This contradicts 
the choice of the a^ ,^ do there exists some y €L such 
that [ai»y] / Since [H,L] < P^ .I^ ,^ for 
each i, [a^fy] = '^ i ^  
Thus 0 = - • 
= Z 2 
and this relation is nontrivial, since the coefficient 
of e.2 is nonzero. It is of length at most s-1: this 
contadicts the minimality of s. So -{a^ ,^ ... is 
2 linearly independent over P, whence t < n , and even 
[H:K] ^  n^. 
11 
If X € H, y e L, then xy = X.yx for some X e p. 
Thus (det x).(det y) s= )?(det y).(det x), which shows 
that « 1. Thus x^y = ^ t ^ =» y^ c^ * and hence 
x^ e K. That is, H ^ 4 K. // 
Definition. Syraplectic groups. Let V be a 
vector space over P and f: VxV-> P a bilinear form on 
V. f is called an alternating'^ fonn if for all v € V, 
f(v,v) s= 0, and non-degenerate if f(v,V) s=(0) implies 
that V ='0. It can easily be shown that 
€ GL(V):Vu,ve V f(ug,vg) = f(u,v)l 
is a subgroup of GL(V), for any bilinear form f. 
In the case where f is alternating, the above group is 
called the full symplectic group on V with respect to f. 
It can be shown (e.g. Huppert 1967, II.9.6) that a 
\ 
nondegenerate symplectic spaoe, that is, a space 
V together with a non-degenerate alternating form, 
is always of even dimension - dimp7 « 2k for some k, 
and that the full syraplectic group on Y is determined 
up to isomorphism by the number k and the figld P. 
In view of this, we are justified in denoting the 
full symplectic group oH p^^^^ by Sp(2k,P) (or Sp(2k,q) 
if P = GP(q)). 
We also quote from Huppert 1967, II.9.13b the fact 
that the order of Sp(2k,p) is 
- - l)...(p2 - 1). 
23 
The following is the theorem which provides 
information about the structure of primitive irreducible 
linear groups. 
2.6t Theorem. Let G be a primitive irreducible 
subgroup of GL(n,P), and let F be a maximal Abelian 
normal subgroup of G. Put V = and define A 
to be a subgroup of V maximal with respect to A/P 
being an Abelian normal subgroup of G/P. Then A 
is the fitting subgroup of V, so is the unique subgroup 
of V maximal with respect to A/P being an Abelian normal 
subgroup of G/P, and 
(i) P is a subgroup of the multiplicative group 
of a field K contained in P^, and dimpK divides n; 
(ii) A/P is a direct product of elementary 
Abelian Syld"w subgroups AP /P, where (A/P( = p^ •••PT ? ^ 
r , here r = n/dimpK. In fact, A is the central 
prqduct of its subgroups A^ amalgamating P; 
(iii) V/Cy(A/P) is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of Sp(2k^,p^) X ... X Sp(2k^,p^); 
(iv) G/V7 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal(KjP), 
and so the index of V in G is at most dimpK; 
(V) CY(A/P) = A YP CY(A). 
Proof: Part (i) is simply (0.6), together with the 
trivial relation P < (pj 
(a) Z(A) = P . A ^ C(j(P), so P<C^(A), but also 
P < A, hence P < A n C^(A) = Z(A).^ In particiilar, 
A is nilpotent of class at most 2, so in. view of 1.3, 
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A < Pit(V), and hence, by the maxiraality of A, A = Pit(V), 
(b) S.ylow subgroups of A/F are elementary Abellan. 
Let a V p be a Sylow p-subgroup of A/P and suppose that 
it has exponent p , e > 2. Set B = A^ . Then B is 
characteristic in A^, and Ap is normal in both A and G, 
so B is normal in G. Since, by (a), A is class 2 nilpotent, 
e e 
we have = [x^ ,y] = 1 for all x,y€A , because 
e P 
x^ e p. Hence, for all x,y e A , 
] = [xP®,y = 1 since 
e - 2 > 0, Thus B is Abelian, so contained in P. 
But this means that A^/P has exponent p®"^, contradiction. 
(c) V is isomorphic to an irreducible subgroup of 
GL(r.K). where r = n/dimpK, and Ia/F( = dim^CA] < r . 
(Here [A] denotes either the P+linear hull of A or the 
K-linear hull, which are identical in this instance.) 
The first part follows from (0.6(i)). The second part 
now follows from lemma 2.4, which says that 
dimg.[Aj =s |A/Pj ^r^, since as remarked above, 
the two available notions of linear hull are here equiv-
alent. , 
ia,), Cb), and (c) together prove (ii), 
2k. 
except for the assertion that [A^ /p| = p^ ^ , 
which will appear as a consequence of section 
(f). 
(d) Z(Ap) = P for all primes p. 
Z(Ap) is an Abelian normal subgroup of G containing P, 
so is equal to P by the latterSs maximality property. 
Z5 
(e) Lemma A: If A/P iias an element of order j, 
then so does P. 
proof of lemma A: Let a e A be such that aP has order j. 
Because of the facts that A/P is finite and that c""^ c» c P 
implies [a,c] = [a,c»J , it is true that {[a,c] : c € A} 
is a finite subgroup of P and hence of K^. Now every 
finite subgroup of the m\iltiplicative group of a field 
is cyclic, so ([a,c]: c€ A} is a cyclic group, of order 
0*, say. Thus V c € A, 1 = = [a^\c] , so that 
aP has exponent - and J must divide j*. On the 
other hand, [a,c] ^  = [a^,c] = 1, so divides j. So 
d t= j*, and -([a,c3: ceA} and a fortiori P contains 
an element of order j. //lemma A 
Note for future use the fact that since all finite 
subgroups of multiplicative groups of fields are cyclic, 
P has exactly one cyclic subgroup of order |aP|. 
(f) V/Cy(A/P) is isomojnJhic to a subgroup of 
X ... X . 
Since Ap/P, for p prime, is an elementary Abelian 
p-group, it can be regajr-ded as a vector space over GP(p). 
It follows that 7/Cy.(Ap/P) induces by conjxigation a 
group of invertible linear transformations of Ap/P. 
(Linearity follows from (ab)^ = a V and (a^)^ = (a^)^ 
for a,b €Ap, h € V, and integers j.) 
By lemma A, we can choose an element e^c P with |ep| = p for 
each non-trivial Ap/P. By the proof of lemma A, 
for each pair x,y € A^, we can write 
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[x,y] = e ^ for some u e GP(p). We define a mapping 
f: Ap/P X Ap/P-»GP(p) by (xJ',yP)f = u and claim 
that f is a non-degenerate alternating form. It is 
easy to check that f is well-defined; that f is 
bilinear follows from the class 2 nilpotency of A^; 
that f is alternating is obvious. Purther, 
(xP,Ap/P)f = (0) if & only if [x,Ap] = 1 
if & only if x eZ(Ap) = P 
if & only if xP = l^p/P' 
so f is non-degenerate as claimed. Consequently, 
Ap/P is a symplectic space of even dimension, 2k, say. 
Now suppose that (xP,yP)f = u, in the usual 
notation. For all h C V = C(j(P), 
Hence ((xP)^,(yP)^)f = (xP,yP)f which means that 
each h € V induces a symplectic transformation of 
I 
Ay^P. So V/Cy(Ap/P) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Sp(2k,p). ^ 
Clearly C^(A/P) = (HcyCAp /P), so 
V/C^(A/P) = V/COiCyCAp^/P)), and by a well-known 
and straightforward result, the right-hand side of 
the last equation is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Hence V/Cy.(A/P) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Sp(2k-j_,p^) x ... x Sp(2k^,p^) as 
claimed. This proves statement (iii) of the theorem. 
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is) G/V is isomorphio to a sub/yroup of Gal(K;P); 
IG/Vj ^ dimpj^ . 
Certainly G/CQ(F) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Aut(P), and, since G is a matrix group, 
(f^ + fg)® = fi^ + ^i ^  g e G, 
so G/CJJ(P) induces isomorphisms on the linear hull of 
P - namely K - as well. This proves the first claimv 
the second follows from the first by Adamson 1964, 
theorem 14.2, This proves (iv). 
(Ij) Lemma B: We can write the group A in the 
form A s 9gp(a^,b^, ... ,a^,b^,P), 
where £ = max^k^, and [a^ j^bJ = is of order as 
are a^P and b^P. The numbers have the property 
that ^ ^ r^® all sqiarefree. Also, 
the a^'s are permutable, the b^ '^s are permutable, and 
a^^ and b^ are permutable for l/j, 
proof of lemma B: Let ^ ^ be largest among the orders 
of elements of A/P - that is, by (c), = 
By the proof of lemma A, A contains elements 
such that = is of order Because of 
the class 2 nilpotency of A, both a^P and b^P must 
have order i claim that the group A can be 
written in the form A = sgp(a^ ,b^ ,Aj_), where 
~ ^A^ prove this claim by showing 
that [A:aJ = 
Now there are exactly ^ ^^  elements in A conjugate 
to a^ ,. Specifically, the elements 
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form a set of elements conjugate in A to a^, and 
the fact that, by the proof of lemma A, each [a^fx], 
x e A , is a power of entails that there can he no 
more than such conjugates of a^. Similarly, b^ 
has ^^ conjugates. Thus 
On the other hand, the ^^^ elements of the form 
a^ b^ all belong to distinct cosets of A^ in A, 
since oc e oc Pin Pi 
[a^^H^ = and = 
Since the crucial properties of A are inherited 
by its subgroups, and since A^ is a proper subgroup of 
A u n l e s s 0 , this proves the theorem by induction on 
the order of A/P. Note that the pemnutability of 
a^'s and and the other properties in the statement 
of the lemma are trivial consequences of the definition 
of A^ and 
(d) = Y p A. 
We know already that A 0 = Z(A) = P, and 
that P < C(j(7), so that P <.Z(Cy.(A)). Since the centre of 
Cy.(A) = C^(A) is an Abelian normal subgroup of G, the 
maximality of P yields that P = Z(Cy(A)). Also, of 
course, [A,Cy(A)] = {l}• It therefore remains only 
to show that A and Cy.(A) together generate Cy.(A/P). 
Suppose c e Cy.(A/P). Decompose A as in -fche 
preceding lemma (B), and obsejrve since [a^,c3 e P 
and c € V = and A is nilpotent of class 2, 
we have [a^,c] ^ = [a^ ,c] = 1 and similarly 
^ = 1. 
Thus, by the uniqueness of the cyclic subgroup 
of P generated by 
[a^,c] = for some integer f ^^ 
[c,b = for some integer 
J J J 
'^l Pi -^e. Set a = a^ b^ , . b ^ . A simple calculation 
shaws that r„ ^fi r^  T c^i 
so that [a^,a] = [a^,c1| and [a,bj = [c,b^ . 
Now when [x,y] G P and x,y GC^(F), it is true that 
. and from this fact and the nilpotency 
class 2 of A we can deduce that 
= [a"^c,bj = 1 
for i = ! , , , » , t h a t is, a^^o e Cy(A). But this 
means that c = a.a"^c, with a € A , a~^c e Cy(A), so 
A and C^(A) generate C^(A/P) as claimed. 
This proves,(v), and so completes the proof of 
theorem 2.6, // 
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2.7: Corollary. If G is a group satisfying the 
hypotheses of 2.6, and H is a soluble characteristic 
subgroup of V , then 
(1) Cjj(A) « H n P = Z(H); and 
(2) H/Z(H) is finite. 
Before proving 2.7, we state a particular case 
of it: 
2.8: Corollary. If, with notation as in 2.6, V is 
a soluble group, then CY(A) = P , so Cy.(A/P) = A , so 
V/A is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp(2k^,p^)x...xSp(21c^,p^) 
and G/P is finite. 
Proof of 2.8: Take H=V in 2.7, then Cy(A) = P , so by 
(v) of 2 . 6 , Cy(A/P) = A . (iii) of 2.6 and the finiteness 
of the syraplectic groups involved and of G / V , A/P 
lead to the two remaining conclusions. / / 
Proof of 2.7: (la) Cjj(A) = H 0 P . Suppose not, then 
C g ( A ) / P n H , being soluble, has a non-trivial 
characteristic Abelian subgroup - call it L / P O H , say. 
We have L / P O H ^ G/P n H , and thus L ^ G. I claim 
that LA/P is Abelian. Por L C H implies that 
p n L = p n H n L = p n H , 
so that L / P O H r= L / P O L ^ LP/P is Abelian. 
Therefore LPA/P is Abelian, and of course LPA = L A . 
Clearly LA ^ G and LA <.7, so b y the maximality 
property of A , A = LA sind L C A . So 
P n H c L s A . Also L < Cjj(A), so L < A n C J J ( A ) 
which is contained in Z(A) = P. Hencd L ^^ P , 
3 1 
and, of course, L C H. So we have 
P O H c z L c P O H . 
This contradiction establishes (la). 
(lb) H n F = Z(H). H C C(,(P), so P c Cy(H), 
so P n H s C^(H) n H = Z(H). Conversely, Z(H) is 
an Abelian normal subgroup of G, so that Z(H).P is 
also an Abelian normal subgroup of G, in view of the 
fact that P c C^(H). By the maximality of P, as 
usual, P = Z(H).P, so Z(H) = P n H. 
(2) To establish that H/Z(H) is finite, we 
observe that H / C G ( A / P ) is finite, since it is part 
of the automorphism group of the finite group A/P; 
it therefore remains to show that CJJ(A/P)/P N H is 
finite, (in view of (lb)). 
Because H c V, each h e Cjj(A/P) induces a well-
-defined homomorphism fi^  of A/P into P, given by 
aP H-» [a,hi. 
Since A normalises H, im fi^c H, so in fact in ffn P, 
and so h. ^^ is a map of Cjj(A/P) into 
Hom(A/P,P O H ) . It is not hard to see, using the 
definition of Cpj(A/P), that this map is a homomorphism 
and that ker(h fi^) = Cg(A) = P n H by (la) 
above. Since A/P is a torsion group and is finitely 
generated, and P n H is locally cyclic, 
Hom(A/P,P n H) is finite. It follows that 
Cjj(A/P)/P n H is finite. // 
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The next result uses Zassenhaus's theorem that 
locally soluble linear groups are soluble to prove 
a parallel re stilt relating to nilpotenoy in 
primitive irreducible linear groups. This is then 
used to prove a result promised in chapter 1, outlining 
a situation when the Hirsch-Plotkin radical is nilpotent. 
Zassenhaus's theorem can be derived from 2.8, in a 
fashion similar to the proof given in Suprunenko 1963, 
page 32 and preceding pages, but not briefly, so it 
t 
will not be proved here. Another important result 
(used in the proof of Zassenhaus's theorem, in fact) 
which can be derived from 2.8 is the theorem of 
Mal'cev which says that a soluble linear group always 
has a triangularizable normal subgroup of finite index. 
2 ^ : Corollary. Let G and V be as in the statement 
of 2.6, and let H be a locally nilpotent characteristic 
subgroup of V. Then H is nilpotent. 
Proof: Since H is locally nilpotent, it is certainly 
locally soluble, so by Zassenhaus's theorem H is 
soluble. Thus, by 2.7, H/Z(H) is finite, and so 
nilpotent. Thus H is nilpotent. // 
2.10: Coroll^y. Let V be as in 2.6. Then the 
Hirsch-Plotkin radical of V", j?(V), is nilpotent, 
and so, by 1.3, j)(V) is nilpotent of class at most 2. 
Proof: is a characteristic subgroup of V, so 
/ 
by 2. 9 is nilpotent. 
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For use in the next chapter, we also quote here 
some extra results obtained by Suprunenko for the 
case of a maximal soluble primitive irreducible subgroup 
of GL(n,P) - he obtains (in Suprunenko 1963) that, 
2 2 
in the notation of 2.6, a/P ^ ^ order exactly n /m , 
where m s= dimpK. This result takes surprisingly long 
to prove. 
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3. Maximal Soluble Primitive Irreduolble Subgroups of 
gL(2,P). 
In this section, we apply results of Suprunenko 
1963 to the special case of maximal soluble primitive 
irreducible subgroups G of GL(2,P). We obtain results 
giving slightly more Information than Suprunenko did 
in his book (section 2.3 of Suprunenko 1963) -
specifically, we find that such groups are often split 
extensions imder slight conditions on the field P. 
With notation as in 2.6 and the suceeding results, 
consider the normal series 
G ^ V & A ^ P, 
we know that P is (by maximality of G) the whole 
multiplicative group of a field K c p^ and that 
dimpE" divides the degree of G - namely 2; that is, 
K = P or dlmpK = 2. Further, by the result mentioned 
at the end of the previous chapter, A/P has order 4 
in the former case and 1 in the latter case. Let us 
consider the latter case first. 
Case where dimpK = 2. We have V = A = P and 
G/V is of order 2 by the maximality of G. If gV 
is a generator of G/V, then g is a non-scalar matrix 
whose square lies in P. 
Case where dimpK t= 1. This time we have 
P = P*.l2 and V s= G. G/A is Isomorphic to a subgroup 
of Sp(2,2) S S^, which Is a soluble group, so by 
maximality of G, G/A IS Isomorphic to the whole of 
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Sp(2,2) = GL(2,2). Also A/P is generated by two 
elements aP and bP which have the properties 
aPj = |bP| = |[a,b] 
We need a lemma; 
2. 
3*1: Lemma. If o is a non-scalar 2x2 matrix over 
a field P of characteristic ^ 2, such that c is a 
scalar matrix, then the characteristic polynomial of 
2 
c is X + detcc. If -det c has a square root 
in P, then c is conjizgate in GL(2,P) to 
(-det c)^ 0 
0 -(-det c)® 
Otherwise, c is conjugate to 
0 1 
-det c 0 
Proof: The second part is, of course, just a 
straightforward application of the theory of 
companion matrices to the conclusion of the first 
part. 
If we suppose that c = P 
r 
q 
s 
, and calculate 
2 2 c , then the assumption that c is a scalar matrix 
leads to the equations 
p2 = q(p + s) = r(p + s) = 0 . 
If p + s were nonzero, then we would have p = s 
and q =s r ts 0, so that c would be scalar: a 
contradiction. Hence p + s = 0. 
Thus det(c - x.Ig) = (p - x)(s - x) - qr 
r 
s= det c - (p + s)x + 
s= X + det o. 
as claimed. // 
The theorem la-fegited below embodies what is proved 
in this chapter: it outlines the structure of maximal 
soluble primitive irreducible subgroups of GL(2,P), 
and specifies the structure fairly precisely in the 
case when the fields K and P are equal, 
3.2: Theorem. Let G be a maximal soluble primitive 
irreducible subgroup of GL(2,P). Then either (i) G 
consists of the multiplicative group of an extension 
field K of P of degree 2 extended by a group of order 
2 which acts on K as a field automorphism fixing P, or 
(ii) th6 characteristic"of P is / 2, -and G is conjxigate 
in GL(2,P) to one of the two following groups: 
(a) if the generators a,b below can both be 
chosen to be of order 4, then G is conjugate to 
sgp(a,b,g3_,h,p^.l2), 
where sgp(a,b) quaternions, sgp(a,b,P*.l2) = A, and 
0 
1 
- 1 
0 
Si i a 
-t ^  - I (S -o< - 1 
2 2 and o( + p + 1 = 0, 
h = o< ^ - I 
Ji -r 1 
and if P contains a square root for -2, the extension 
of A by G/A splits; this being true also in case (b); 
3/ 
(b) in the contradictory case to (a), G ia^ 
conju^aterto sgp(a,b,g^,h,P*.l2), where this time 
sgp(a,b) is the dihedral group of order 8, A is as 
before, and 
a s= 1 0 
0 -1 
S^ = ^(i+1) - 1 
1 
0 1 
1 q 
h = 1 1 
1 -1 
with i' - 1 . 
Proof; The dinipK f^  1 case has already been handled, 
and we know various things about a,b - in particular, 
that they satisfy the condition of lemma 3.1. 
(a) It is not hard to see that in this case, 
the generators a>b are of the second type indicated 
in lemma 3,1. For the moment, let us only assume 
that a is conjugate to (and so may be taken as equal 
to) r 0 1 
,-det a 0 
is of the form 
, and that, by the proof of 3.1, b 
, (noting that this form is 
invariant under conjugation.) We will show that 
these conditions imply the condition of (a), so that 
to prove (b), it would only be hecessary to consider 
the case when a is of the first type indicated in 
lemma 3.1. Calculating, using the fact that [a,b] = -Ig 
we find 
where s det a. 
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Hence ^^ = ^^ = fpi^, - = 0, and ^^ = . 
In order that b be nonsingxilar, therefore, at least 
one of o< must be nonzero, whence ^ = that is, 
b = o L^ ^ -o<J 
We now recall that G/A is isomorphic to GL(2,2), 
which is generated by the matrices 0 1 and 0 1 • 1 0 1 1 
...(1) 
On referring to the proof of this isomorphism in chapter 
2, we see that G is generated mod A by matrices g,h 
whose action on A is given by the formulae: 
g~^ag = Xb, h"^ah = "X'b 
g-^bg = f^ab, h~^bh = ^ 'a 
where t^f^ t^ rf^ ' are elements of P^. 
Squaring the equations (1) and equating the 
coefficients gives 
det a/det b = = ^^ = l/det a, = det b/det a, 
so that det a and det b must have square roots in P. 
Observing that for any matrix c, det(c/(det c)^) = 1 
when detoc has a square root, we now assume without 
loss of generality that a and b both have determinant 
equal to 1. Thus S = l , a^ + p^ + l a O , and 
"o -1 
a = b rs 
_1 0 -oc 
Furthermore, we now have X^ = X'^  _ _ ^2 _ ^^ that 
is, each of \ X, is + 1. 
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For each of g,h we are now confronted with foiir sets 
of equations, depending on the values of the "X's and 
We designate the corresponding solutions as 
follows: g^^, h^^, h _ , 
where the first sign indicates the value of X or , 
and the second the value of or Then simple 
calculations show that if we have solutions h^^ 
then 
and = a.h^Jl^.a, = a.h^^ V = 
are solutions for the remaining sets of equations. 
Wq may therefore assume without loss of generality 
that X o ^ = 1, and forget the notation 
above. 
We now substitute a = 'o -1 , ^^ b = P' 
1 0 
into equations (l) with " X t s X r i ^ s ^ ' e s l , and, 
2 P 
using the fact that oC + ^ + 1 = 0, solve. It 
turns out that h must be some scalar multiple of 
p-H ~oc 
and that either o<^  + D ( + p = O o r g is a scalar 
miiltiple of oc - ^  - 1 
the above scalar mxiltiple being chosen (after much labour) 
so that g^ = Ij. We must dispose of the case c<(3 + o< + p = 0, 
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Observe that the only other restriction placed on 
2 2 
is that c< + ^ + 1 = 0, which remains true when 
the transformations and , ^ v^-p are 
applied. Note that all of 
= 0 
cannot simultaneously be true in diar case, because they 
together imply that 2^ = 0, 2(3. = 0, which is impossible, 
since char P / 2. Finally, calculate that conjugation 
by > and fixes a and takes b to 
OS 
andfcx 1 respectively, thus effectively accomplishing 
the transformations o/-o/, ^  ^ and , again 
respectively. So we may assume that + o< 0. 
It remains to juggle g,h so that the extension of 
A by Gr/A splits. By trial and error, it was found 
that if we put g^ = and h^ = (-i)^h, (here 
using the assumption that P contains a square root for 
-2), then [g^fhj = g^, g^^ = Ig = h^^. and thus 
S-,; hence the extension splits, 
(As indicated in the statement of the theorem, 
one calculates that g^ = 
(b) The proof of this part is similar to that 
of (a), with nxunerical simplifications, so will be omitted. 
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This result attaciies interest to fields which 
2 2 
contain elements such that o^ *^  + p + 1 = 0, and 
to fields which have square roots of -2. Clearly, 
^ehraically closed fields of characteristic / 2 
satisfy both conditions. Also, according to 
HerStein 1964, lemma 7.7, every finite field satisfies 
the first condition. Square roots of -2 are, of 
course, rarer in finite fields. 
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±x Tensor Product Deooropoaltlon of Primitive Irreduolble 
Linear Grou-p8« 
We employ the notation of 2.4; G is a primitive 
irreducible subgroup of GL(n,P), P a maximal Abelian 
normal subgroup of G, V the ceniraliser of P in G, 
A/F msiximal with respect to being sin Abelian subgroup 
of V/P normal in G/P, and A:p /P is the Sylow p^- subgroup 
of A/P. 
In Suprunenko 1969 that author, using the exti*a 
assumption that G is also a maximal soluble subgroup 
of GL(n,P), shows that G is a tensor product of 
maximal soluble primitive irreducible subgroups of 
k. 
GL(pj|^  ^»P)» i = l,...,t, where n = PQ^ ^^  •. (Pj^  prime 
and distinct). In this section, we will investigate 
this decomposition without the extra assumption. Two 
approaches will be used: first we ti^ to build up 
an entirely group-theoretical decomposition inside V, 
then we obtain a description of V as a sort of 
subdirect tensor product of groups not necessarily 
contained in V. 
Recall from 0,6 that A has a faithfiil irreducible 
representation in GL(r,K), and that V is also embedded 
in GL(r,K:), We shall find it necessary later to 
assume that this irreducible representation of A is 
absolutely irreducible; the following example, pointed 
out by Dr M,P, Hewman, shows that this absolute 
irreducibllity condition does not always hold* 
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Example: We work in GL(4,Q)f where Q is the field of 
rational numbers. Set 
X B 0 - 1 0 o ' , y = 0 - 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 - 1 0 0 1 
. 0 0 - 1 0 « 0 - 1 - 1 0 
Z : S 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 • - 1 and let G be the group 
i 
1 - 1 1 - 1 generated by X,Y,Z. 
a 
1 - 1 - 1 1 
1 1 - 1 
It can be shown that G is primitive and irreducible, 
2 2 that F is the subgroup generated by X and Y (both are 
scalar matrices), that A is the subgroup generated by 
Y P together with X and X , 
Y 
Further, sgp(X,X ) is the unique faithful irreducible 
representation of Qg over the rationale, so A is irreducible, 
but A is not absolutely irreducible, because it splits 
into two equivalent representations in GL(4,Q(i)). The 
appropriate change of basis matrix is 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
-i 0 i 0 
0 -i 0 i 
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In 4.6 and 4.14 we ahall use Without reference the 
following result: 
4.0: Lemma. If are subgroups of a group.H 
such that for each 
Z(H^) = Z, a fixed subgroup of H 
Hj^  n H^ = Z and = ( D 
the subgroups H^ ^ generate 
then H = H^ Y, • • • \ Hg. 
Proof: For each i, set R. = sgp(H.: j/i). ^ We must 
prove that = (l) and H^ A R^ ^ s= Z. The first 
part is obvious, so we tuni our attention to the second 
part. 
If X « H^ n R^ then, by the first part, x 6 
Since also x € we have x « H^ rv Cg(H^) = Z(H^) = Z. 
Conversely, of course, Z C H^ ^ r\ R^, so Z «= H^ n Rj^  and 
we are finished. // 
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4.1 Lemm^. Let H^, Hg be subgroups of a group H, sucii 
that = ClV Tlien [CfjCj^ CH^ )^ ,CjjCjj(H2)] = (1); 
in particular, if H^ is Abelian, then so is CjjCjj(H^). 
Proof; [H^,H2] = 1 implies that Hg c Cjj(H^), It is 
easy to see that this entails that 
CjjCjj(H^ ) c Cjj(Hj^ ). 
That is, [CjjCjj(H^) ,H2] = (l) > Repeating this 
process, we get c [CgCjj(H^)^CjjCjj(H2)] = Cl) • // 
4.2 Notation, We will use the abbreviation C^ for 
the group ) = CyCy(Ap ). Easy manipulations 
lead to the relations P ^ <= c V. Pi - P i -
4.^ Corollary. CCp,C^] = (1) for p q. 
Proof; If p ^ q, then CAp,A^] = (l^ , hence, by 4.1» 
tOp.o^] = w . // 
4.4 Lemma. If H^,H2 and H ar^ as in 4.1, then 
(i) Cjj(H^) n CgCHg) = Cjj(sgp(H^,H2)) 
(ii) sgp(Cg(H^),Cjj(H2)) £ Hg), 
Proof; Trivial manipulations. // 
4.5 Proposition. C^CqCp) = P, and p /^ .q implies 
CpA Cq = P C Z(Cp). 
Proof; By 4.1, CQC^Cp) is Abelian; certainly it is 
a normal subgroup of Gr. Also, clearly F c 
But P is a maximal Abelian normal subgroup of G so 
P = CgCgCP). By 4.4, 
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^ = P. 
Finally P c Z(V) and P o c^ o V, so P q Z(CpX. // 
4.6; Corollary. The groups C^ , i «= l,...t generate 
Pi 
their central product amalgaxhating P: 
= Cp^Y, ... Y^ Cp^. 
/ / 
4t7: Lemm^. C(j(Ap/P) = Cg(Ap) Y^ Ap. 
Proof; The only non-trivial part is to show that Ap 
and C(j(Ap) together generate all of C(j(Ap/P). As 
usual, we can decompose Ap to obtain 
where each each b^P iff of order p; 
= e^ , le^ l = p, gj e P, while 
all other pairs of a's and b*s commute. Take any 
element c of C^(Ap/P), observe that for each 
[a^^jc] 6 P and [c,b^] € P 
and = = 1 = so that we can 
write [a. ,c] = ef^ , [ctb.l = and set 
a = a^'b^' ... 
Calculations now show [a^,a] = [aj^,c3 for each i 
and = [Cfb^"] for each j 
and consequently [aj^,a''c] = [a"'c,bj] = 1. 
That is, a'^ c € C(j(Ap) and 
c = a.a''c e 8gp(Ap,C(j(Ap)) // 
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4*8: Corollary. Cp^ o = A^^. 
// 
4.9: Lemma. If P c B^ S A^ ^ s H and P s Z(A^) 
for all i, then = U^/B^)-
Proof; Certainly 
In general, if C D and 0 is a homomorphiarn defined 
on D, then kerO. c c entails that D/C = D9/ce: this 
is one of the Isomorphism Theorems. By its definition, 
Yj^A^ is a homomorphic image of -^^A^, and since P Q B^^, 
the kernel of the defining homomorphism is contained in 
// 
4.10; Theorem. ( Y ^ C „ y A is isomo?^hic to a direct 
'fJ- Pi 
product of symplectic groups isomorphic to the C /A . 
Pi Pi 
Proof: In view of 4.9, it is only necessary to show 
that the G /A are isomoirphic to symplectic groups. 
Pi Pi 
Examination of the proof of 2.4 shows that 
Cp^.Cg(Ap^/P)/Cg(Ap^/P) induces a group of symplectic 
transformations of Ap /P. Now 
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The following discussion connects central products 
and tensor products. 
Suppose that are normal subgroups of G 
contained in V and intersecting in P, and that is the 
faithful irreducible B^-module provided by 0.6(i) for 
i s 1,2, Observe that since K = Pj is contained in 
the P-linear hull of B^ ,^ the proof of 0.6(i) can be 
extended to show that if for some fixed b^ ^ € B^ and 
all u^ e U^ ^i^i ® ^ i fixed k e K, then 
bj^  = k. 
Construct U^ U2» I claim that this is a 
B^X Bg -module with action given by 
(u^® U2)(b^,b2) = u^b^ ® Ugbg. 
To see that this action is well-defined, we must show 
that if = u^ ^ » ug, C^) 
ti^en ® = V l ® ^ 2 ' 
Fortunately, since U-j^ fUg are vector spaces over the 
field Kf i^') implies that n = 1 and v^^ = ku^, v^2 = 
for some k € Z, and then, since B ^ S V, 
(ku^)bj^ ® (k"'u2)b2 = u^b^ ® U2b2, 
as required. 
Now suppose that (b^,b2) € B^ x B2 induces the 
identity on U^ ^ ® U2. An argument similar to^  that 
above yields that there exists k € K such that 
V u ^ e U^ u^b^ = ku^ and V u 2 e U2 U2b2 = k'^U2. 
The initial observation now implies that b^ = k and 
b2 = k*' (and so, in particular, k e P). By the 
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definition of B^ ^ B^ and the above remarks, 
is a faithftil B^ Bg -module under the natural action. 
That is, " b^Y bg = b^ ® bg 
4.11: Corollary. sgp(C , i = l,,..,t) is the 
Pi 
tensor product of its subgroups . 
Pi 
Proof: Above remarks and 4.6. // 
It would be preferable to show next that 
sgp(C_ , is=l,.,,,t) = V, at least in the case when 
Pi 
A is an absolutely irreducible subgroup of GL(r,K), 
but I cannot do this; the difficulty seems to 
arise from the lack of Suprunenko*s maximality 
condition. So insteiad, we move on to the second 
approach mentioned at the beginning of this section, 
4.12: Proposition. IfcA is absolutely irreducible 
as a subgroup of GL(r,K), then each x € V may be 
written as a product 
X — * * * ^ t' 
where Xj is an invertible element of C p. C^CA^ ). ^ L^pJ V Pi 
Proof: Remembering that each Ap ^ G, we have by 
0.6 that [Ap^ is a simple algebra. Our element 
X of V induces an algebra automorphism of [Ap "] since 
distributivity of matrix multiplication entails that 
x~'(a + b)x = x~'ax + :f'bx for matrices a,b. So, 
by the Noether-Skolem theorem (Herstein 1968, theorem 
4.3.1), there exists x^ in [Ap^] such that x^ is 
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invertible and, for all a e A_ , x." ax. = x'ax. P 1 1 
Consider y = Clearly y e Cy^j-^^(A), 
Now V and [a*] are embedded in K^, and the absolute 
irreducibility of A means that Cj^  (A) = K (see r 
Huppert 1967, 7.11.10). Thus y € K and we may 
write X = . 
Finally, it is easy to see that 
Motivated by the last line of the above proof, 
we invent the following notation: 
4.13: Notation. C denotes the group generated by 
the nonzero elements of K and the matrices x^ as x 
ranges over V. 
Calculations differing in no essential respect 
from those in 4.1, 4.3» 4.4, 4.5 show that if p ^ q, 
then - ( D and O = K^ c Z(Cp). 
Thus, once again the C generate their central 
Pi 
product. So 
4.14: Theorem. 7 is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
V X c ' - ' X c V 
There remain some odds and ends to attend to. 
For instEince, 
one could remark that the C clearly 
induce a symplectic action on A„ /P. Ajiless trivial Pi 
qt?.estion is: how well-determined bj:^  the x^? To 
answer this, we refer to Lemma 3 of Suprunenko 1969. 
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It is proved there that the absolute irreducitCLity of 
A entails that of the A^ : that is, is an 
Pi Pi 
absolutely irreducible subgroup of ,K), where 
k k 
r = is the prime decomposition of r. Hence 
Cir . (A^ ) = K as before with A. If there exist Kp^i Pi X. and X.• in [A^ ] such that for all a 6 , X i fc P^J Pj^ 
^i'^i ~ f then clearly 
x^'xj^* ^ ^[A ] ^ = ^ remark above. 
So x determines x^ up to a factor from K. 
To link the section with what Suprunenko 1969• 
proved, the maximal soluble primitive irreducible 
subgroup G of GL(n,P), P algebraically closed, 
must be equal to the whole of •••^p l^ y virtue 
of the maximality of G and the fact thai the 
Pi 
are clearly soluble. 
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